1. Introduction* A sequence of rational integers {f(n)} satisfying a relation f(n + k)= ΣiΛJin + fc -i) ,
where the A { are rational integers, is called an integral linear recurrence of order k. Given such a linear recurrence and an integer c, one would like to know for what n does f(n) -c? In a very few particular instances (e.g. see [2] , [6] ) this question has been answered, but in general the question is very difficult. A less exacting problem is the determination of upper and lower bounds on the number, M{c), of distinct n for which f(n) = c. We shall call M(c) the multiplicity of c in the recurrence. Much work has been done by C. L. Siegel [4] , K. Mahler [3] , Morgan Ward [9] , [10] , [11] and others concerning the multiplicity of 0 and the pattern of the appearance of 0 in the recurrence. Quite often from information on the multiplicity of 0 in one recurrence one can infer a bound on the multiplicity of all integers in another recurrence. However, as much of the information available concerning the zeros of a recurrence is for recurrences satisfying special conditions on the A i9 one cannot always ascertain in this way whether M(c) is bounded.
Define the multiplicity of a recurrence as the least upper bound of the M(c), as c ranges over the integers; and say that the multiplicity of the recurrence is strictly infinite if for some integer c, M(c) is infinite. We are interested in examining the following questions:
( I ) When is the multiplicity of a recurrence finite? When infinite?
(
II) If the multiplicity of a recurrence is finite, what is it or at least what is an upper bound for it?
(III) Can the multiplicity of a recurrence be infinite and not strictly infinite ?
Here, we confine our attention to recurrences of order 2. In the direction of the above questions, there is a conjecture that for a recurrence of order 2 either the multiplicity is strictly infinite or it is bounded above by 5. We are unable to resolve this conjecture, but we do obtain reasonably satisfactory answers to the questions for all recurrences of order 2 having (A 19 A 2 ) = 1. To simplify notation, we set
The case a -b = 0 is trivial, hence we assume that not both a and 6 are 0. Set (2) (3) i
We also assume 
then the multiplicity of the recurrence is less than p λ . Under additional conditions on A> B, a and b one can obtain a smaller upper bound on the multiplicity of the recurrence than p λ . Some of these special results are indicated in the course of the proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 uses the p-adic method of Skolem as exemplified in [5] , [6] .
One of us, in another paper, uses these results on the multiplicity of recurrences to obtain specific bounds on the number of integral solutions x, y of the equation
; then a and β are the roots of the companion equation. Also a + β = A, aβ = B; thus a and β are non-zero complex numbers. Set y = Σn=of(n)x n ; then y(l -Ax + E£ 2 ) = α + (6 -αA)α. // Δ = 0, then A = 2M, B -M 2 and 2/ = Σ i^^-'ί^ί^ -αΛί) + aM}x n ,
i.e. f(n) = I^Wi -αAf) + αJlί}. If Aί = 1 and 6 = αAf, then a = β = M, and the multiplicity is strictly infinite. In all other cases {/(w)} is strictly monotonic for n ^ 1 and the multiplicity is 1 or 2 as a Φ b or a = 6. Henceforth we assume that Δ Φ 0, then α: ^ yβ and
It is easily seen that 8(0) = 2, s(l) = A, s(n + 2) = As(n + 1) -Bs(w) for w ^ 0 .
Thus the sequences {s(%)} and {t(n)} are recurrences satisfying the functional relation (1) . Set Since X and Y are independent of n, when a and β are roots of unity, the number of values appearing in the recurrence must be finite. Summarizing, we have If a = -β then A = 0 and the multiplicity of the recurrence is 1 when B Φ -1 and is strictly infinite when B --1. In the latter case a = ± 1. If one of a or β has absolute value 1 and the other does not, the multiplicity of the recurrence is at most 2. For the remainder of this proof we suppose 1
\\ Since z/ > 0, we have X and F are real and X 2 + Y 2 > 0, hence g(z) and fc(^) are non-constant functions. For if one of them were a constant function then either X = Y = 0 or one of a and /3 has absolute value 1.
Both g(z) and h(z) have continuous derivatives. As #'(2) = 0 for at most one value of z, for any given c, g(z) = c for at most two values of z. Furthermore for z ^ 0 either #(z) is monotonic or g(z) does not assume both negative and positive values; hence there is at most one z and one w such that z ^ 0, w ^ 0 and c = 0(2) = ± g(w). Clearly h(z) is a strictly increasing function* LINEAR RECURRENCES OF ORDER TWO
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We have (2n) and
and
Thus, it is easily seen that the multiplicity of the recurrence cannot exceed 3. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
It is possible to give a second elementary proof of Theorem 2 using a theorem due to M. F. Smiley. Let {F(n)} denote a linear recurrence of order 3 satisfying the relation
where the A { are real numbers. Let u, v and w denote the roots of the companion equation. z z -A τ z 2 + A 2 z -A$ = 0. Smiley [7] proved: // u, v and w are non-zero real numbers with distinct absolute values then the multiplicity of 0 in the recurrence {F(n)} is at most 3.
Given the recurrence (1) and any integer c, consider the sequence
This sequence satisfies the relation
and the companion equation has a, β and 1 as roots and they are real ifz/>0. Ifl^|α:|^|/3|^1, it follows from the quoted theorem of Smiley that F(n) = 0, or f(n) = c, for at most 3 values of n. The excluded cases are dealt with as in the earlier argument.
4 Construction of p-adic series* In this and the next two sections we assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.
If E is a p-adic unit and ί is a positive integer, we let ord^i?) denote the smallest positive integer k such that E k = 1 (mod p ι ). Clearly ord t (E) is a divisor of φ{p ι ) and hence \\oτά t {E) \\ p < t. If p = 2 and t ^ 3 then || ord t (E) || 2 ^ t -2.
We set K= oτd λ (U); and if p ^ 5 we set H = ord^ί/). It follows that By induction, using (9) and (10), we obtain Then by (11) we obtain (19) /(iίft + r) = J r + Σ( n -)(DfJ r + Efl r ) , (0 ^ r < iί) ,
where the M* are p-adic numbers independent of n. Similarly, we obtain 
If p is odd and 2k = Σi=o&^ then Σi=oδy ^ 2; hence for p odd, We say that the subrecurrence {f(nK + r)} has property P a if there exists a positive integer 9 and polynomial Q(n) of degree d over the padic integers having some coefficient other than the constant term which is not divisible by p q and such that all the polynomials If a recurrence has property P 1 it certainly possesses property P 2 . Thus we have proved:
Assuming the hypothesis of Theorem 3 the subrecurrences {f(nK+r)} have property P x when \\ W|| p = 0 and they have property P 2 when \\W\\,>0. , ώ + 1), then i^d +1 , r (α;) = c has c? + 1 rational integer solutions, contrary to the Theorem of Strassman. Thus if the subrecurrence {f(nK + r)} has property P d then the multiplicity of that subrecurrence is at most d. Hence, if for each r, the subrecurrences have property P d then the multiplicity of the recurrence {f(n)} is at most Kd.
When || TΓ|| P = τ > 0, we have seen that a is a p-adic unit and so f(nK + r) =uU r (mod p s ) for every r, here ε = min (τ, λ). Let γ = max (p, ε -1). If (7) is at most p -1.
In specific cases we can compute the H and the K and often obtain a bound on the multiplicity which is lower than p -1 or p\ e.g. if A = l, B = 2, α = 0, 6 = 1 then A 2 -45 = 7 and if = 3; in this case the multiplicity is exactly 3, see [6] .
Futhermore, we have shown:
THEOREM 6. // A 2 -4J3 < 0 and if there exists a prime p such that Thus /(m) = f(q) implies 0 5Ξ m < N g q and hence the multiplicity is at most 2 and only a finite number of integers have multiplicity 2. In the second case \\f(n) ||, -n{\\ B |), -|| A ||,} + | ) α ||,. for all n, and hence the multiplicity is one.
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